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A WORD FROM OUR FOUNDERS

What an exciting year it has been for Smoke Cartel!
In our last issue, we told you about our exciting move
to increase our fulfillment capabilities, and we are very
appreciative of your support during our transition period.
We like to say, “you can only go up from here,” and 2018 has
definitely been a dizzying ride. We have even more in store
for 2019, so hang on as we rise to even greater heights!
We have some nifty new products to unveil this issue,
including Roll-Uh-Bowl, a line of unbreakable water pipes
made from medical grade silicone and proudly produced in
the USA. We are grateful to our friends at KushCo Holdings
for partnering with us in this excellent strategic transaction.
We’ve also launched the Viosparc, an all-electric, windproof
pipe lighter that sparks a signature purple flame. The side
angle is designed specifically for water pipes, and since it
requires no fuel, it reduces the overall carbon footprint of its
users. Here’s to in-house innovation!
Speaking of the brilliant minds under our roof, we also
have a slew of new Torch Art patterns created by our cadre
of artists. Angelica Sorauf and Dance Harris have both
worked with the company almost since its inception, and we
welcome our latest designer, Jessica Watson. There aren’t
enough words to describe how proud we are of our team for
conceptualizing and bringing their visions to our product line
from start to finish.
This fall we also completed our first-ever crowdfunding
round, and it was amazing to see how much support we
received from our customers and fans. Being a public
company has allowed us to create structure that will propel
us forward for years to come.
As another holiday season comes and goes, we wish you
peaceful times with friends and family and encourage you to
snuggle up with your favorite grinder and glass (or torch and
rig!) Be sure to treat your loved ones to something special.
There’s never a dull moment here at Smoke Cartel, and we’re
thrilled to have you along for the ride.
Yours in elevation,

S

arby & ean

D
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You know the feeling...the deep sense of dread when your beloved
glass piece shatters into a million pieces.
All is not lost however: We’ve got your back.
GlassGuard is an optional insurance policy you can add on to your purchase of Smoke Cartel, UPC,
Sesh Supply, and other house brands. For 7% of the cost of your piece, our plan covers 50% of the
original value towards a replacement or credit for something new of greater or equal value. So click it
into your cart and relax–unlike some insurance policies, this one never expires.
Just send us a photo of your broken pipe, bong, or rig to contact@smokecartel.com and we’ll send
you a discount code. Visit smokecartel.com for full details.
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Designed for the
discerning dabber.
Cinderwitch offers the best butane torches for the job, hands down.
Manufactured for use with titanium, quartz and ceramic nails, these fiery tools
heat with consistency and precision to the delight of dabbers everywhere.
Ergonomic design makes for maximum comfort as you rip, and trigger-style
ignition puts the power of mighty blue flames at your fingertips. Available in
single, double and triple jets for all experience levels. There’s also a Cinderwitch
torch head that fits right on a can of butane!
More features:
• Single touch ignition
• Adjustable flames
• Flame lock

JET FLAME TORCH HEAD
Fits on most butane cans.
$27.99

*Butane not included.

SINGLE JET FLAME TORCH
Vented mesh, adjustable flame.
$42.99

DOUBLE JET FLAME TORCH
Adjust between one or two jets.
$53.99

V I O S PA R C E L E C T R I C L I G H T E R
Rechargeable and ergonomic design,
perfect for lighting bowls.
$29.99

TEXT “CINDERWITCH” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP CINDERWITCH PRODUCTS.
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TRIPLE JET FLAME TORCH
Three flames, even heat distribution.
$61.99
SMOKECA RT EL .COM | 7

COMPANY UPDATES
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OWN A PIECE OF SMOKE CARTEL!
Our big news this season has been our crowdfunding campaign. Also known as an “online
public offering” or OPO, Smoke Cartel, Inc. launched a Regulation CF round of fundraising
through the intermediary platform StartEngine.com. Announced at the beginning of August
2018, the campaign has brought dozens of investors and allowed our friends and customers
to invest in their favorite online headshop. Smoke Cartel has been a public company since
July 2017, and the OPO closed November 6, 2018. Smoke Cartel continues to be traded on
the OTC market under the ticker SMKC.
RIDIN’ ON EASY STREET WITH EASYPOST
Also in August, we announced that we were enlisting the services of EasyPost, a third-party
logistics firm. The transition allows us to focus on the growth of our core business, which
includes developing awesome new products, implementing our proprietary technologies
and, of course, keeping our valued customers satisfied. While we still keep a small amount of
inventory at our warehouse in Savannah, GA, EasyPost now manages the tricky technicalities
of shipping and fulfillment for all Smoke Cartel orders with streamlined inventory tracking
and faster shipping times than ever before—which is super news for all you last-minute
holiday shoppers!
CINDERWITCH BRAND HEATS UP
While they’ve been heating up bangers and nails for some time now, our branded
Cinderwitch product line received the official stamp from the United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) this summer. The name “Cinderwitch” is trademarked to use
with our line of refillable butane torches, torch heads and lighters, available at SmokeCartel.
com and through our wholesale division, GlassHeads.com. We also received a patent for
the Viosparc, an electric, windproof pipe lighter that needs no fuel. With a unique purple
flame and innovative side angle that’s perfect for water pipes, the Viosparc will be available
as part of the Cinderwitch family of products. The USPTO calls them “electronic smoking
accessories,” we call them our favorite fire tools ever!
ROLLING WITH ROLL-UH-BOWL
In September it was announced that Smoke Cartel entered a strategic transaction with
KushCo Holdings to purchase the Roll-Uh-Bowl brand. Made from medical grade silicone,
these wildly popular portable water pipes are unbreakable and fold up to fit in a pocket
for “smoky bubbles anywhere.” We think our customers are going to love them, and we’re
excited to welcome Roll-Uh-Bowl to the Smoke Cartel family of brands!
SMOKECA RT EL .COM | 9

B R A N D H I G H L I G H T : S E S H S U P P LY

“CHARON” STRAIGHT TUBE
WITH PROPELLER PERC
$110.00
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The best supplies for
your next sesh.

“PHORBAS” BEAKER
$99.00

GLASS BLUNT
$10.00

“ N Y X ” PA S S T H R O U G H R I G
$89.00

“CASTOR” HAMMER BUBBLER
$59.00

A heavenly marriage between scientific
glass design and artistic aesthetic,
our Sesh Supply line offers premium
functional pieces at a kind price. Each
Sesh Supply piece is inspired by a
creature or character from Greek
mythology, reflecting the timeless
strength and beauty of the immortals.
Yet these pipes definitely belong in the
modern age. Sesh Supply pieces boast
a variety of innovative percs to deliver
superior diffusion and filtration for the
finest smoking experience around. As
a matter of fact, the gold-fumed Sesh
Supply “Nymph” Propeller Perc won a
prize for Best Glass at the 2018 NorCal
High Times Cannabis Cup!
This line also features the ever-popular
Sesh Supply glass blunt, a convenient,
paperless way to pass around the fun with
friends. Check out the rainbow of colors!

SECOND PLACE
“BEST GLASS”
AT H I G H T I M E S N O R C A L
CANNABIS CUP 2018
“NYMPH” FUMED BEAKER
WITH PROPELLER PERC
$50.00

TEXT “SESH SUPPLY” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP SESH SUPPLY PRODUCTS.
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ASK DR. KUSH

Dabbing doubts? Cough confusion?
Stoner stereotypes? Our resident
dankologist Dr. Kush has answers!
DEAR DR. KUSH: I want to start getting into dabbing, but
I’m too scared. Blow torches make me nervous, and the
whole concept just seems very sketchy. What are your
dabbing recommendations for a classy lady like me?
— Classy in Colorado
DEAR CLASSY, Dabbing can be very intimidating, indeed.
Here at Smoke Cartel, we aim to de-mist-ify the process
of imbibing concentrates. We could probably make Queen
Elizabeth comfortable enough to take a dab! In fact, I once
tried during my UK exchange program in high school, but
was promptly tackled and steeped in green tea. First, I
would recommend picking up a Cinderwitch butane torch.
These tools are so easy and quiet to use, you could bring
one into church and light a votive candle with it. Our
TorchArt series by ErrlyBird is another great option—it’s
like dabbing with art. (I tried this in a more literal sense
during another exchange program in Paris at the Louvre.
I was again promptly tackled and “Eiffel Tower’ed,” which
I found to be a much more pleasant torture method.) We
also make many glass dab rigs that are also easy to use;
our own UPC line has some elegant designs with a variety
of functions. Remember, make sure only to dab approved
concentrates. We recently conducted an experiment at the
lab that involved dabbing candy and other sugary sweets,
which was a resounding failure. But that’s what Kush
Science is all about!
Stay classy,
Dr. Kush

DEAR DR. KUSH: Often when I take a phat rip, I cough a lot.
How do I save face so I still look cool in front of my peers?
— Coughing in California
DEAR COUGHING, It is no big revelation that dry herb and
coughing go together like apple pie and forks. The first
thing I recommend is finding people you feel comfortable
with and who will accept you for who you are. In fact, if
you hadn’t broken up with me, maybe I could’ve been that
for you, but you never gave me the chance. Please answer
my messages. And frankly, since you are probably smoking
weed with your annoying friend Lauren, I’m sure she will
cough more than you, so I doubt you have anything to
worry about. I digress. Another piece of free advice is keep
a nice, cool glass of water or juice next to you during your
smoke sesh, to chase down the harsh inhalation and soothe
your throat. Just like how I had to use liquor to chase down
the harsh truth that you don’t love me anymore, despite
the fact that I paid for your mom’s hip replacement with
the money I was saving to build a machine that would
turn me into a cat. Again, I digress. If you’re still irritated,
consider vaping your dry herb. We have several optimal
vaporizers, such as the FEZ Dry Leaf Vape. Anyway, best of
luck impressing your new boyfriend. I can’t wait to see how
long he lasts when you ask him to read Harry Potter to you
during your panic attack after the second hit.
Thanks for nothing,
Dr. Kush
--DEAR DR. KUSH: I was always known in high school as “the
stoner,” and frankly, I’m burnt out on that reputation. I want
to be able to enjoy cannabis without everyone thinking I am
lazy and gross. No offense, bro.
— Dank Kyle in DC
DEAR KYLE, Your sentiment was one of the tentpoles of
Smoke Cartel’s foundation—welcome to the family! I don’t
know about you, but I am tired of the stereotypes, too.
I studied for 10 years to get my doctorate in Dankology
to prove that us stoners work hard! But as the tides of
cannabis are changing, new stereotypes of stoners are
being cultivated: The productive stoner. The on-the-go,
employed, high-octane, professional stoner. The stoner
whose mother would be proud. At Smoke Cartel, we aren’t
afraid to rep the lifestyle with our branded backpacks,
tote bags, hat pins and more, and most of our mothers are
proud of us. Put some swag on your briefcase and show ‘em
who’s boss!
Thanks and best of luck rebranding yourself,
Dr. Kush
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STOK EDITION ONE
Featuring dual ceramic coils and adjustable
temperature controls for your concentrates.
$67.10
14 | S C M AG A Z I N E FA LL/WINTE R 2 018

Welcome
to the age
of vaping.
Head in the clouds? Smoke Cartel carries a wide
array of vaporizers for dry herbs, waxy oils,
dab concentrates and e-liquids to deliver the
smoothest inhale possible.

F LY T L A B H 2 F L O VA P O R I Z E R
Dry herb vape with convection heating
and a cooling attachment for easy hits..
$220.00

K A N D Y P E N S R U B I VA P O R I Z E R
Refillable pods make enjoying this e-liquid
vape a breeze.
$50.00

K A N DY P E N S F E AT H E R
Perfect for nicotine salts, this little
vape is super ergonomic.
$35.00

F E Z D R Y L E A F VA P O R I Z E R
Vape your dry herbs discreetly while
maintaining flavor.
$99.00

TEXT “VAPE” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP VAPORIZERS.
SMOKECART EL .COM | 1 5

How Cannabis
Rescued the
Dog Rescuer
Once upon a time, Laura Barnes’ life seemed like a fairy tale.
Raised in one of Atlanta’s most beautiful neighborhoods,
educated in Europe and steeped in the elegant world of horse
dressage, the budding equestrian expected to travel the world
on the competition circuit after graduating valedictorian of
her boarding school class.
But all of that was before the seizures started. On Feb. 13,
2012, at 18 years old, she collapsed at a friend’s house and
couldn’t be revived for hours. When she finally came to at
the hospital, she was wracked with spasms, seizing a dozen
times a day or more. Doctors were flummoxed as to what had
brought on her epileptic disorder and were even less effective
at treating it.
That began a frustrating journey into the healthcare system
as Barnes and her family sought relief. Diagnosed with an
abnormal condition that included violent grand mal seizures
and lesser, “absence” seizures that left her exhausted and
spaced out, the once-active young woman had to give up her
passion for riding, the horses now too dangerous and the heat
of Georgia summers too crippling.
Life became isolated, and she was barely able to attend family
dinners at home, let alone keep up with her competitive career
or a social life. Even more frustrating was the lack of effective
treatments, just a lot of “bouncing from doctor to doctor and
garbage bags of pills that didn’t work.”
“Not being able to work was very difficult,” recalls Barnes,
now 24. “I’m very blessed to have parents who were able to
support me and see me through.”
A solution came when she met a cannabis grower from
16 | S C M AG A Z I N E FA LL/WINTER 2 018

Edmonton, Canada, where medical cannabis has been
approved for certain conditions, including seizures, since 2001.
She moved in with a friend for an extended stay in the Alberta
province in the western region of the country, seeking out
doctors to help mitigate her mysterious disorder.
“I had never smoked as a kid when everyone else was, I didn’t
like choking on it. But I was desperate and willing to try
anything,” she says.
She found, as millions of others have, that cannabis helped
curb her seizures and reduce their frequency. She went from
having 12-20 a day to one or two almost immediately, allowing
her to reclaim some normalcy to her life.
“I was a different person within weeks. I mean, I had been
babysat for the last five years and now I could do things by
myself, I could go places! Just going to the grocery store was
divine.”
But this cannabis refugee was still very far from home, and
when her home state of Georgia passed a medical cannabis
bill in 2015, she flew back so she could receive approval for
one of the few thousand cards issued by the Dept. of Public
Health for a handful of medical conditions, including hers.
That list was expanded to 15 in 2017 to include PTSD and
intractable pain, but the legislation was extremely limiting
compared to other states with provisions for legal medical
cannabis use, allowing only the possession of less than 20
ounces of low-THC cannabis oil, not the plant itself in any
other form. (While several Georgia cities, including Atlanta and
Smoke Cartel’s hometown of Savannah, have decriminalized
possession of less than an ounce of cannabis, the current state
law continues to forbid its cultivation of cannabis, its sale and

Medical cannabis patient and service dog trainer Laura
Barnes with her “canine power couple” Luna, a purebred
husky, and Sebastian, a timber wolf/husky mix.

possession of any significant quantity. Of course, federal law
prevents importing it from legal states.)
Advocates believe the tide towards more permissive
legislation could come in the next few years, but patients are
running out of patience, says Barnes. “It’s frustrating. What’s
the point of a card if you don’t have access?”
As she managed the tricky tightrope of sourcing legal
cannabis oil in Georgia, she also sought help from the service
dog community. Certain breeds can be trained to detect a
seizure before it surfaces, leading owners away from harm
before an episode. The waiting list for these animals is
normally up to seven years, but Barnes’ experience as a horse
trainer gave her an advantage:

dog breeder, who agreed to give her a puppy with the
commitment that she would invest the time and resources to
get it ADA-certified and allow it to be bred back into the line.
That pup became her ADA-certified service dog Sebastian, a
145-lb. jet black timber wolf/German Shepherd mix with the
intelligent, tracking eyes of a Secret Service agent.
“Yeah, I get the Game of Thrones Dire Wolf thing all the time,”
she shrugs as Sebastian flicks an ear towards her voice.
Her fur crew expanded when she found a powder white
husky puppy in a parking garage, who she bottlefed and
named Luna. A canine power couple destined from the start,
Sebastian and Luna eventually had litter of offspring, each
more impressive than the next.

One day while visiting the stables she met a service
SMOKECA RT EL .COM | 1 7

“If Puka has a problem with someone, I’ll likely not
see them again,” says Barnes about the one in the
pack she calls “her protector.”

“First there’s Lincoln, he’s like our grand wizard,” says Barnes,
pointing to an 85-lb. pup with a rich brown coat who clearly
got most of the German Shepherd genes.
“And the big one in the tuxedo with blue eyes, that’s Tucker,
he herds everybody.”
At 130 lbs., Tucker is larger than but often hard to distinguish
from Anya, who has similar coloring.

see them again.”
All but Luna are certified service animals, and two others from
litter have already found their charges: One was gifted to a
Navy Seal suffering from PTSD and the other was paired with
a local autism center.
Following service and ADA training protocol, Barnes starts her
dogs in harnesses and moves up to heavy duty tactical velcro
vests as they graduate to the next level.

“Anya’s the princess. In fact, I named her after Anastasia, the
Disney princess,” giggles Barnes as she puts her hand on top
of the head of another husky-faced giant with his father’s
serious eyes.

“When they have their service vests on, they are completely
different animals,” she marvels. “Training them has given me
my purpose back. They need me and I need them.”

“And this is Puka. He’s the protector. He’s a great judge of
character. If Puka has a problem with someone, I’ll likely not

Last year the family was joined by another rescue, a brighteyed little husky mix named Moose, bringing Barnes’ pack to
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seven. Barnes also moved back to the ancestral family home in
Statesboro, where there’s plenty of room for the dogs to run
when they’re not on duty.
“In Atlanta, there was too much traffic, too many lights, too
many noises, too many triggers,” she says of the decision
to move several hours away from her doctors. She still
experiences occasional seizures and continues to use low-THC
cannabis oil to treat them as it’s available.
“I use vape coils to put the oil in, which are great for travel.
At home I do enjoy blunts, but I can’t roll them,” she laughs,
adding, “And of course everybody loves glass. It’s clean, it’s
cool. it’s filtered.”
Now that medical cannabis has restored her to a functional
life, she hopes to do more advocacy work, match more service

“I was a different
person within
weeks... I could do
things by myself.”

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Tucker, Luna, Anya and Puka
play near Barnes’ family home in Statesboro, GA.

dogs with those who need them, and eventually, finish college.
For now, however, Laura Barnes is content to train her pack
and take one day at a time.
“I just made it out of my house in the last few years, I’m still
catching up,” she sighs as the ever-present Sebastian moves
his head on to her leg. “I feel like I’m behind everyone in my
generation.”
She remains grateful for the solutions she’s found for herself
and others and longs for the time when everyone will be able
to access the medicine and support they need to live happily
ever after.
“There is so much hope out there. You can feel it.”
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Every doggo deserves to dress up! HeadyPet is our line of 420-themed
leashes, collars, harnesses, safety belts and other accessories in unique
prints to keep your favorite fur person looking fly. Yes, the smaller sizes
are suitable for cats! (Come to think of it, they’d also fit a large reptile, for
those of you who like to take your pet iguana for a walk.)
All HeadyPet restraints are made from high-quality, durable nylon and
neoprene and feature sturdy metal D-rings and reflective stitching to
keep your canine safe and secure. The harnesses feature a loop and stash
pocket, and the dapper bow ties attach easily to any collar. And it’s not
just about looking good: HeadyPet’s rugged hemp toys bring the fun—
puff, puff, fetch, anyone?

6 FOOT LEASH
Available in wide (1” width) or skinny (1/2” width).
$20.00 - $21.00

COLLAR V2
Available in small, medium, and large in a wide variety of prints.
$19.00 - $20.00

BOW TIE
Strap it on and prepare to look dapper.
$9.00

T WA X J O I N T C H E W T OY
Squeakers and crinkly material make this toy impossible to resist.
$15.00

TEXT “HEADYPET” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP HEADYPET PRODUCTS.
2 0 | S C M AG A Z I N E FA LL/WINTE R 2 018

Bring your pet to
the sesh in style.

DOG HARNESS
Piglet wears a size small.
$29.99
SMOKECART EL .COM | 2 1

home for the

holidaze
It’s time to get out the good china and gather for gift giving
with Smoke Cartel! Be it with relatives of origin or chosen
family, may all of your celebrations blaze bright.
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With a full house, sometimes you just need a solo
session with one of our Gandalf pipes.
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TOP: One-hitter dugouts and concentrate vaporizers keep outdoor activities on the down-low.
BOTTOM: Everyone loves to unwrap a new piece! Treat your loved ones to what they really want.
SMOKECA RT EL .COM | 2 5

gift guide for all
‘Tis the giving season, and
naturally, we have smokin’
suggestions for every person on
your list—even the furry ones!

GLASS BLUNT | $10
This Sesh Supply all-time favorite is
the paperless way to puff, puff, pass
and comes in a rainbow of colors. Best
stocking stuffer ever!
TORCH ART | $60
Looking for originality? Our quick-fire,
high-power butane torches feature
limited edition prints from a selection of
420-friendly artists.

WA K E ‘ N ’ B A K E H A N D P I P E | $ 4 9
Help your favorite baker rise and shine
with our handblown homage to all things
sunnyside up. Remember, kids: Breakfast is
the most important meal of the day.
L E A F LY S T R A I G H T T U B E | $ 7 5
Give the gift of their favorite strain! We
partnered with Leafly to put their signature
tiles on the thickest glass around.
2 6 | S C M AG A Z I N E FA LL/WINTER 2 018

ROLL-UH-BOWL | $35 - $60
Got an outdoorsy type on your list? These
silicone beauties fold into a pocket for
smoky bubbles anywhere.
H E A DY P E T T WA X T OY | $ 1 0
Bring a lil’ something to the sesh for
everybody. Reinforced stitching and durable,
natural materials are perfect for pets who
like to play ruff!

F LY T L A B S L I F T V A P O R I Z E R | $ 1 5 0
Present a special someone with this portable
herbal vape with multiple temperature settings.
Sure, it’s on the “high” end, but they deserve it.
K R A K E N 4 - PA R T D I A M O N D
RIDGE GRINDER | $36
Watch your loved one’s eyes light up when
they open this highly functional jewel!

TEXT “GIFT” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP OUR GIFT GUIDE.
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Inspired by ancient traditions,
created by modern artisans.
There is a certain stigma in our industry surrounding glass bongs and
water pipes that are made overseas. That’s why we offer The China
Glass, a line of exquisite, thick glass water pipes and bongs that will
turn “made in China” scoffers into true believers.
Manufactured by a team of highly-trained master artists from the
Hebei province of Northern China with over a century of combined
glassblowing prowess, The China Glass combines elegant profiles
with high-powered engineering. China’s rich history and culture are
reflected in each crafted piece, and superior filtration and diffusion
make them a remarkable addition to any pipe and rig collection.
They’re beautiful enough to display in the china cabinet, but don’t
save them only for guests!

“MARCO POLO” BUBBLER
$60.00

“ TA I Z O N G ” B E A K E R
$110.00

“ C A O C A O ” WAT E R P I P E
$160.00

TEXT “CHINA GLASS” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP CHINA GLASS PRODUCTS.
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“MING” DYNASTY VASE WATER PIPE
Smooth drags and intuitive design.
$165.00
SMOKECART EL .COM | 3 1

E D I T O R I A L : C L AY J A M E S

a

man of

magnitude
HIP HOP ARTIST AND SMOKE CARTEL
INFLUENCER CLAY JAMES
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E D I T O R I A L : C L AY J A M E S
You may recognize the fedora. In a sea of athleisure
wear and gold chains, rapper Clay James is instantly
noticeable for his slim suits and gentleman’s accessories,
shoes always shined.
Fans of Southern hip hop have flocked to his smooth
lyricism for years, and he’s gained clout on both shores
with his rakish wardrobe and unique wordplay. With a
robust social media following and the cred of Big Boi
and Snoop Dogg behind him, Clay James is poised to be
one of 2019’s breakout stars.
Born in Smoke Cartel’s hometown of Savannah,
GA, James attended Georgia College, where he
unintentionally backed into ATL’s robust hip hop scene
and found himself on centerstage. After his song
“Southern Playa Sh*t” found its way into Snoop Dogg’s
earbuds, the former party promoter found himself
traveling to the West Coast to record at Doggy Style
Records and performing alongside hip hop royalty. It’s
been a dizzying few years, and James keeps his balance
as he rises to the next level.
His classic style, tireless work ethic and chill attitude
make our man Clay James keenly suited to represent
the Smoke Cartel brand. The dapper gent recently spent
some time in Savannah to record a slew of new songs,
and we caught up with him to chat about his sweet deal
with Snoop, his signature style and his lit future.

Smoke Cartel: How did you get your start as a rapper?
Clay James: Well, I was dropping out of college and I was
figuring out my next move. I was about to go into the Air Force.
I told my frat brothers, and they were like, “Nah.” I already had a
following on campus, throwing parties and hosting stuff, and one
friend said, “You know so many people, you’ve got to flip that to
your advantage. Give me a week before you do anything.”
Two days later he drove me to the studio and told them I wanted
to be a rapper. And I was like, “What, I want to be a rapper?!”
And my brother was like, “It’ll work, you’re charismatic. We can
get the music good, just try it.”
The first song I made was called “Party Started.” I gave it to
J-Nicks, who’s a big radio personality in Atlanta, and said, “Give
me your honest opinion.” He put it on the radio in a competition
called Battlegrounds, and I won so many times, they had to
retire it off the air. After that, my team said, “Hey, we can take
this seriously.”

who saw me perform there and wanted three songs. They said
they usually look for people out of Long Beach and around
California, but they wanted to take a chance on Atlanta.
A week later, I was asleep in bed and my phone started going
crazy—Snoop and them had tweeted, “Check out my new artist
from Georgia, the Southern playa!”
Basically a dream come true!
Right? All of the sudden everyone was talking about me, trying
to figure out someone from Savannah/Atlanta scene ended up
with someone 3000 miles away. People started digging and
doing research and saw what I looked like and how I dress, and it
became a compelling story.
I kept putting out music with Snoop and went on tour with him
in 2017. He had me perform at his album release party and at the
G Funk reunion in Austin and then at the Masters.
Hold up, the golf tournament?
Yeah, he threw a dope party there in 2017! Basically, Snoop
would bring me out if he was going to be anywhere close to
the area. It got to a point where he wanted to take more of a
backseat and let me do my own thing instead of burying me
under paperwork. So now we’re homies, and any time he can
help or I ask for help, he’s there.

“No one looks at
you crazy when you
smell like weed on
the West Coast.”
What’s happening now and where ya going?
My mixtape is going to drop in the winter, and I’ve got a brand
new website so my fans can keep track of my shows and
interact. I’ve been out to L.A. a bunch of times this summer and
met with [famed music industry executive] L.A. Reid, performed
at Beats and Beers during BET weekend, performed in Charlotte
and at the A3C Festival back home in Atlanta...I’m staying busy!
This is my year to make people more aware of me, Clay James,
outside of Snoop. I appreciate all that help, but it’s time for me
to break out. I want people to know me for me.

So you took in on the road?
How do you describe your style?
Yep, I started getting booked for shows at Spelman College,
Georgia State and UGA. Back then I only had two songs, but
once my catalog started getting bigger, I started spilling out to
the inner city and clubs. [Atlanta rapper] T.I., who owns Grand
Hustle Records, had one of his producers call me and record me
for free. That’s when I really started to develop my voice.
I kept on pushing independently until Big Boi. People
in Savannah were telling him, “Hey, a dude from your
neighborhood is making a buzz.” I tweeted him Happy Birthday,
and he answered! We kicked it for a couple years; I went to
SXSW with him and that introduced me to a lot of people.
Then I got an email one day from one of Snoop Dogg’s friends

Well, I’m different. Fashion is one of my core values, along with
good music and family. I like a classic look, usually a suit and a
bowtie. And I like my fedoras. I feel like I always try to present
dapper, even if I’m just wearing a hoodie today. Shoutout to
Sartorial Splendor clothing line, by the way!
What do you hope for the future of cannabis?
I’d like to see it legal in all 50 states. Personally, I don’t even see
it as a drug! I love going to L.A. and Vegas and enjoying it as
part of the culture. No one looks at you crazy when you smell
like weed on the West Coast.
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Whether you’re rolling up, packing a bowl or preparing culinary delights,
Kraken Grinders deliver the consistent grind essential for maximum
enjoyment of dry herbs.
Forged from high-quality stainless steel and aluminum alloys, Kraken
Grinders offer the highest level of grinding power in a hand-sized package.
Interlocking teeth evenly break up herbs and guide precious crumbs into
lower chambers for premium stash and keef collection. Screens further refine
the process, separating dry herbs and allowing potent pollen to fall through
to the bottom chamber for later use.
Kraken innovates with unique grinder designs and various features:
•
Stash windows to keep track of how much product you have left
•
Easy clear buttons that push the best stuff to the top
•
Gentle-grip engineering for all hand strengths
•
Finely meshed screens to catch and collect pollen for later use
•
Collection tool included to get the most out of your herbs and flower
Available in two-piece and four-piece models ranging from 1 inch, 2.2 inches
and 2.5 inches in diameter, Kraken Grinders has the perfect addition to your
dry herb toolkit.

2 ” 4 - PA R T G R I N D E R W I T H S TA S H W I N D O W S
$30.00

2 . 2 ” 4 - PA R T H E X G R I N D E R
$26.00

2 . 2 ” 4 - PA R T T I E R E D G R I N D E R
$32.00

2 . 5 ” G R I N D E R W I T H S TA S H D I S P E N S E R
$24.00

TEXT “KRAKEN” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP KRAKEN GRINDERS PRODUCTS.
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2.5” DIAMOND RIDGE GRINDER IN VIOLET
Knotches add decoration and make this grinder more ergonomic.
$36.00
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STONER’S COOKBOOK

No-Bake
Cheese Ball
Wreath
J U S T B E C AU S E YO U ’ R E B A K E D,
D O E S N ’ T M E A N YO U WA N T T O B A K E .
Looking for an easy dish to bring to office festivities
or a family gathering that looks and tastes amazing
but requires minimal effort? Isn’t everybody?
Let’s all be holiday heroes with this savory classic,
featuring two kinds of cheese, pimento peppers, green
olives, and, of course, fresh herbs. (Lactose sensitive?
Substitute your favorite non-dairy or nut cheeses.)
All it takes is a little mixing and little chilling to be the
best cheese ball at the party!
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EQUIPMENT

DIRECTIONS

•

1.

•
•
•

A 6-cup Bundt pan (Ask your grandma. If she
doesn’t have one, you can use a plain bowl as a
mold instead.)
Electric mixer (Strong arms and a big spoon will
work, too.)
Mixing bowls
Plastic wrap

2.

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 pound cream cheese, brought to room
temperature
2 cups shredded cheese (Pepper Jack or any
other kind, because all cheese is delicious)
2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce (not just for
Bloody Marys!)
1 4-ounce jar of diced pimentos
1 4-ounce can of chopped green olives
1/2 cup fresh parsley leaves, finely chopped
1/4 cup fresh chives, finely chopped
Salt and pepper
Assorted crackers and sliced veggies for serving

3.

4.

Line the inside of the pan or bowl with plastic wrap.
In a different bowl, mix the cream cheese, shredded
cheese, Worcestershire sauce, a 1/2 teaspoon salt and
few dashes of pepper until smooth. Spoon in all but 2
tablespoons of the pimentos and olives, keeping them
to the side for later.
Pack the cheese mixture evenly into the plastic-lined
Bundt pan and cover. (If you’re really challenged to find
a mold, just plop the cheese mixture onto a piece of
plastic wrap, form it into a ball and wrap it up.) Stick in
the fridge for at least 1 hour and up to 2 days, but don’t
chill so hard you forget it’s there.
Uncover and invert the cheese mold (or unwrap the
ball) onto a serving platter. Sprinkle with the chopped
chives and parsley and top with remaining pimentos
and olives.
Arrange crackers and veggies. Admire your handiwork,
then dig in!
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The designs may be simple, but don’t ever call them basic.
Our ever-popular line of scientific glass bongs and water
pipes feature multi-slit downstems, highly technical perc
combos and thick materials born in the laboratory and
made for action. From straight tubes to beakers to bubblers,
bangers and more, UPC offers well-made smoking tools at
affordable prices.

Until. Prohibition. Ceases.

12” STRAIGHT TUBE
$61.44

But there’s more to these prized pieces than meets the eye.
The utilitarian bar code may be a nod to the no-nonsense
functionality of this coveted brand, but there’s a bit of
subversion hidden between the lines: UPC is an abbreviation
for “Until Prohibition Ceases.” Let’s raise some glass to that!

8 ” F L AT B E A K E R
$49.00

8 ” P E D E S TA L WAT E R P I P E
$39.00

TEXT “UPC” TO (912) 200-8492 TO SHOP UPC PRODUCTS.
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UPC DOUBLE TREE PERC CLASSIC BEAKER
This 14” beaker is sure to satisfy and deliver cool, refreshing hits.
$99.00
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GUEST ESSAY

The Multicultural Face
of Cannabis Culture
BY SAFON FLOYD OF ESTROHAZE, INC.

I’m a cannabis entrepreneur.
Wow...I still have to wrap my
head around knowing that.
I mean, it was just a year and a half ago that I was a full-time
employee for a national media company in desperate need of a
way out. Enter the cannabis industry.
Cannabis relieved me from the mundane the day two of my
colleagues and I decided to quit our jobs and move to Boulder,
CO to co-found EstroHaze, a media company highlighting the
businesses and lifestyles of multicultural women in the cannabis
industry. We arrived to Boulder bright-eyed (well...maybe not so
bright on account of the welcome joints), bushy-tailed, and eager
to take the industry by storm.
Our goal was to change the face of cannabis. We’d been
inundated with images in the media that were completely unlike
ours, representing a plant, culture, lifestyle, and industry that we’d
been so personally and traditionally affected by. We couldn’t let
this happen on our watch.
We set out on a feverish mission. We had a vision, we had
purpose, we had passion, and we had a plan. What else could we
possibly need for ultimate success? Well...it wasn’t before long
that we realized we needed a little bit more. That “more” being
a healthy dose of reality topped with an exorbitant amount of
patience.
Upon entering the industry, we heard what everyone hears when
they hear of opportunities in cannabis: That the green rush is
happening right now and it’s happening fast. That all you have to
do is transfer your existing skills over into the industry and the rest
is cannabis business history. That there are no boundaries as the
industry is so new you can actively shape it as it grows. That given
the right idea with the right tenacity you, too, could have a chunk
of this billion dollar cannabis-infused pie.
Though all of this may be true, to the novice entrepreneur these
statements can lack nuance. For instance, no one mentions how
though the industry may very well be changing rapidly, the daily
life of a cannabis entrepreneur can often feel slow and tedious.
They may neglect to tell you that building a business is one thing,
but sustaining one is a whole ‘nother ball game with an entirely
different playbook. They might have also forgotten to state that
the cannabis industry, like many others, still has many (subtle and

unsubtle) barriers of entry for people of color. Barriers that are
often masked and tricky to navigate. And these are just a few of
the things that you may not hear.
This isn’t a bummer for myself or my co-founders, but more
of a call to action. It allows our work to be purpose-driven.
This purpose is often what sustains us when roadblocks seem
abundant and need to share insight surrounding entrepreneurship
and the lifestyle benefits of cannabis. The light at the end of the
tunnel appears to be shrinking in the distance. We also know that
knowing is only half of the battle, so we’re charged with the task
to “do.”
We’re not only doing this for ourselves, we’re doing this for
cannabis culture. For that aspect of the culture that is dynamic,
cool, trendy, professional, educated, driven and in our case,
female.
As multicultural women, we’re well aware of our cultural influence.
We’ve seen the power our influence has in and far beyond our
communities. We’ve experienced, firsthand, the value we provide
when we’re added to any equation, and for this, it’s completely
worthwhile to embark on this journey.
The best news is that we’re thriving! Everyday our company is
exposing the industry and more to the many colorful faces and
facets of cannabis, allowing the space for an industry where we all
see ourselves, together, striving for what is the ultimate goal for
most...to elevate, to heal, to connect, to enlighten, and of course,
to grow.
I have to tell you that even with the ups and downs of
entrepreneurship this has been the most thrilling ride. The people,
the products, the progression and the possibilities never cease
to amaze. Everyday I’m met with new opportunities to forge
relationships, learn, try new things, and watch this cannabis flower
bloom right before my blazed eyes.
In the past year and a half, here’s what I’ve grown to know for
sure—the main ingredient in the cannabis entrepreneurial recipe is
purpose, closely followed by passion. If we continue to sprinkle a
few more essential ingredients in there (tenacity, team and capital,
for instance) and mix this recipe just right, we too will get high off
the billion-dollar cannabis pie.
Safon Floyd is the co-founder of EstroHaze, Inc., a website and
media platform dedicated to showcasing women of color in the
cannabis industry.
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GET SOCIAL WITH US.

@smokecartelglass

Smoke Cartel Online Headshop

@SmokeCartel

1313 Rogers Street, Savannah GA 31415

